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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be the circle group. A measure p in M(B) is said to be tame if for 
every generalized character 4 E&4(T), when restricted to p is equal p 
almost everywhere to zero or a continuous character. 
Graham and McGehee [4, p. 4111, following work by Brown [ 11, Brown 
and Moran [2], Woodall [6] and Talagrand [5], ask the following question: 
Let lu be a tame measure in M(T), let p(E) be non-zero, where E is a 
Bore1 subset of %. Does it follow that mdE + E) > O? 
The answer is No, but one may then ask: Does it follow that there exists 
an nEL+ such that m,((n)E) > 0 where (n)E = {CJ’=, Xi: Xi E E}; or 
equivalently, does it follow that there are no continuous tame measures in 
M(T) supported on proper Raikov systems on T? 
In this paper, it will be shown that there exists a continuous tame 
probability measure in M,(T) which is concentrated on a proper singly 
generated Raikov system on 8, and hence the answer to the question is no. 
The tame continuous probability measure u will be an infinite convolution 
of discrete probability measure, c = * 2 I ui where the discrete probability 
measures ci are concentrated on finite sets Bi z K. The support set B of u 
will be such that lJ n E L (n)B has zero Haar measure. 
Notation. (i) We will regard T as identified with F?/Z as the subset 
[0, 11 of IR with the endpoints identified in the usual manner. 
(ii) If we have a sequence of positive integers a = (a,),, z+ with a, > 2 
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Vn E Z +, then for any x E B we can find a unique sequence (~~)~~z+ with 
x, E {O, l,..., a, - I} which is the a-adic expansion of x, that is, 
x= -f xn 
n=l a, . a,. ... . a, 
DEFINITION 1. A measure CJ in M(T) is tame if for each generalized 
character (t4JrreM~~~ E &4(T), there exists a continuous character y E B* 
such that 
4, = CY for some c E C, u a.e. 
DEFINITION 2. A compact subset B of B is a blocked set if we can find 
(i) a sequence of integers a = (aJneL+. a, > 2, 
(ii) finite sets A, 5 (0, l,..., a, - 1) such that, for x E T, letting 
W,EZ + be the a-adic expansion of x, then 
B= {xET:x,EA” VnEZ+}. 1 
Comment. If we let 
k 
B,= 
a, . a2. 9.. . a, 
then we can use the notation 
B= 5 B,. 
ll=l 
DEFINITION 3. A probability measure o E M(T) is a blocked probability 
measure if we can find a blocked set 
B=f Bi 
i= 1 
and a discrete probability measure oi concentrated on Bi such that 
a=30i. I 
i= 1 
DEFINITION 4. A set Cc T is a cylinder, if we can find an integer 
~,EL+ andafiniteset 
A G (0, l,..., a, - 1 } 
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such that 
c= -hEA 
I a, 
DEFINITION 5. Let m be a positive 
independent in T if whenever 
I / 
I + [O, a;‘). 
integer. Sets <Xi ,...,. X, c T are m- 
c kixi=O with r Ikil<m andxiEKi then i lkil=o. m 
i=l i=l i=l 
Notation. Let C be a cylinder in 71, let A, be the normalization of Haar 
measure restrict to C, i.e., 
Ac=n(c) c LA/ where i is Haar measure on 71. 
2. 
We will now state and prove a series of technical emmas that will provide 
the basis for the construction of the measure (T. These lemmas follow from 
work of Korner [3]. 
LEMMA 1. Let y be an absolutely continuous positive measure concen- 
trated on the disjoint cylinders ,Z, ,..., CX,. Let F be a compact subset of T^. 
Then for each 1 < i < n we can find a partition of CF.’ into disjoint cylinders 
9; Y..., ,(l) ’ [ pi. CJT 
with 
such that if.Yj is any cylinder contained in 9; for 1 < i < n, 1 <j < l(i), 
and letting o be the absolutely continuous positive measure 
then 
b-01) - r01>1 G 6 llrll VXEF. 
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ProoJ For each 1 Q i < n we can choose the partition of 3; into the 
cylinders 9; ,..., L&, so that the oscillation of each character x in .T on 
each 9: is less than s/4 thus 
LEMMA 2. Given disjoint cylinders 9, ,..., S$ & T and m E Z + we can 
find cylinders z E g such that q ,..., X, are m-independent. 
Proof We can find points xi E q such that x1,..., x, are independent. 
Since we have only a finite number of linear conditions to satisfy, by 
continuity we can find intervals & with 
suchn that &,...,Ra are m-independent and thus by choosing the diameters 
of the cylinders small enough we can find cylinders TG& and hence 
X,..., A?‘;, are m-independent. I
LEMMA 3. Given y, an absolutely continuous probability measure concen- 
trated on disjoint cylinders X, ,..., X,, and given M E L + and E > 0 we can 
jind disjoint cylinders 
9; )...) LP((i) s <dq, l<i<N 
such that, letting 
i(i) 
+(JLPpj 
j=l 
we have that 
(i) Y, ,..., YN are M-independent, 
(ii) we can construct an absolutely continuous probability measure o 
concentrated on 9, ,..., Y’N such that 
0 19; = aijll9;7 1 < i < N, 1 <j < l(i) 
where aij E R and 
(iii) I O(x) - f&)1 < 2e Vx E T*. 
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Proof: The proof proceeds by a finite inductive process, at each stage we 
construct a measure which has been altered from the measure constructed at 
a previous stage on a subset of support of y measure less than E. 
Choose an n E Z + so that n > M and l/n < 42. We can find disjoint 
subcylinders A?; 1 <j < 1 that partition the cylinders YYr ,..., 3; and such that 
1. (j J= (J AS@;. 
i=l j=l 
2. For each i, 1 < i < n, there is a subset Ii G { l,..., 1) such that 
z;= u 2@;, 
jeIi 
3. Vi<j<l. 
Let .Y be the set of all functions 
9 = {r: { 1, 2 )...) M} + { 1, 2 )...) I}) 
which is a finite collection of functions so we can write 9 as 
27 = {r I,..., rL.}. 
The induction will have L steps. 
Step 1. Let F0 be some compact subset of T^ containing {O}. Consider 
the cylinders 
By Lemma 1 we can find a partition of ZF,(j, into disjoint subcylinders 
h(j) 
R;,(~, = U q(j) 
i=l 
and by Lemma 2 we can choose subcylinders 
so that, letting 
h(j) 
q(j) = u Gy) 
i=l 
we have that 
(i) gr, (,), g,.,(z) ,..., g+,,) are M-independent and 
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(ii) letting 
for all x E %FO. 
Now y1 is identical to y except on 
and 
so we have, for all characters x, 
As y and y, are both absolutely continuous measures, we can find a compact 
subset 5 of characters, containing ;T, such that 
lv;W - ?%)I < E/2 VX66~~ 
and thus we also have (as part of the induction) 
l1;;01)--1/w <E vxE.q\%~ 
and 
Let 
and 
3; =zj” Vj @ {r,(l), r,(2),..., r,(M)}, i < j < 1. 
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Thus yr is an absolutely continuous probability measure concentrated on the 
union of the disjoint cylinders 
Step k + 1. We have an absolutely continuous probability measure yk 
concentrated on the union of the disjoint cylinders SF@:, R’;,..., Xf. We have 
a compact subset Fk of Ir^ such that 
and also 
l4x) - Y,-*or>l < &Pk vx@Fk 
IYJX) - ?Lw < E ‘xE3\jik-, 
and 
Idx) - YAx)l < dZk-’ vxE.jZk-,. 
NOW consider the cylinders 
As previously, by Lemma 1 we can find a partition of Z~k+lCj) into disjoint 
subcylinders 
h’(i) 
R;~+~,~, = U y;k+l(j) 
j=l 
and by Lemma 2 we can choose subcylinders 
so that, letting 
g:kti(j) c yyk+~(i) I -’ I 
h ‘(i) 
a 
‘k+,(j) 
= u g;k+l(j) 
i=l 
we have that 
(i) grk+,(,, ,.,., grk+,(*) are M-independent and 
(ii) letting 
so 
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then yk+ , satisfies 
I y^k+ 101) - Yk)l < Gk vxE& 
and as yk+, is equal to yk except on 
we have that 
ly^,+101)-?&)l <E VX65Fk. 
Now yk+r and yk are absolutely continuous so we can choose a compact set 
of characters Fk + , containing Fk so that 
lr^,+AIx>- ?Jm < ok+’ vx@&+,. 
We now let 
and 
xk+l =g r,,,(J) rktlW j = l,..., M 
$p?fl=#? 
J J’ j@ {Tk+l(l),...,Tk+l(M)}, 1 <jG”. 
We have therefore that yktl is an absolutely continuous probability measure 
concentrated on the union of the disjoint cylinders 
Now let u = yL and so u is concentrated on the union of the disjoint 
cylinders 
and 
(i) ~~CA?-l~~~~G~~, l<j<Z, 
(ii) Ri,..., A?f are M-independent as every collection of A4 of them, 
say, 
as 
of@ r.(,),“‘, z+I rjCM, are M-independent. 
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(iii) For x E T- we consider the cases 
(a) x E TO, so letting yO = y 
I dx) - Y-w G i IKW - IL 1or)l 
i=l 
but 
(0 lY^,+Jx)-3;kol)l<~~ 
(ii) i<k+ 1, I<~)-yi-lol)( <E/ZiV1, 
(iii) i > k + 1, I<h) - l/i-lol)( < e/Zi, 
so 
I~%) - fk)l < 2E. 
(c) For x E FL 
Fw - fOrI G g1 Iviol) - ?LWl G i$I w G E. 
(iv) By the construction we see that u satisfies condition 2. By letting 
L$ = 3’: we have the result. 1 
COROLLARY. Given the positive integer a, E Z ‘, m E H + and E > 0 we 
can find an integer a2 E L + \ { 1) and a cylinder 
where B c {k/a,a,: 0 < k < a2 - l}, and a discrete probability measure o 
concentrated on B such that we have the following: 
(i) /(a * A,]j &) - &,k)l < E, Vx E T^, where H, = [0, l/a,), 
H,= [0, l/a,a,) and &,I = (l/A(H,))&,, 3LH2= (1/A(H2))L1,2 where A is 
Haar measure on the circle. 
(ii) Letting _A = A + {k/a,: 0 < k < a,} then 
(mm- + {-AI1 f 8. 
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Proof Consider AHI, the absolutely continuous probability measure 
concentrated on the cylinder H, . We can find a sequence { y, },, E+ of 
absolutely continuous probability measures concentrated on cylinders with 
YI =kYp such that the following conditions hold. 
(i) Iy&)-<+1~)1<E/2n+’ VxEf, VnEZ+. 
(ii) y,, is concentrated on the disjoint n-independent cylinders 
J&y..., 9j;,‘, . 
(iii) Sup{lx--yl:x,yEYj”‘}< l/n’for nEZ+, l<i<l(n). 
(iv) For each 1 <j < I(n + 1) there is an 1 < i < I(n) such that 
fy~“+l’c~;pn, 
.I - 1. 
(v) There exist disjoint cylinders GP\~),...,Z$$) supporting y, such 
that 
k(n) 
(a> Yn = C anj3LI;ZEi(n)3 anj > 0. 
j=l 
k(n) l(n) 
(b) u A?@)“) = u -i”;“‘. 
j=l j=l 
Let LN = uj!!! 9y’ and let L = nF=, LN, so L is an independent perfect 
compact subset of T. The symmetric Raikov system generated by L is 
proper so, letting _L = L f {k/a,: 0 < k < a,} we must have that (m){_L t
(-L)} # T. Since LM 2 L”+’ for all A4 E L +, we can find an NE Z + with 
(m){_LN t (-LN)} f lr. 
The measure yN can be written as 
k(N) 
YN = c aNj)“12y 
j=l 
where AYy) are cylinders 
so we can find an integer a, E Z ’ and a discrete probability measure u 
supported on a discrete set B c {k/ala,: 0 < k < az} such that 
ci) yN = u * AHz9 
(ii) L”I=B+H,. 
Let A = B + H,, and we have the result. m 
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3. 
We will now prove the theorem. The proof consists of two parts, the first 
using the lemmas to construct the support set B, the measure o in M,(T), 
and showing that B generates a proper Raikov system on 8. The second part 
of the proof shows that u is tame. 
THEOREM. There exists a tame continuous probability measure 
CJ E M,(T) supported on a proper Raikov system in T. 
Proof. Part 1. We will construct the measure u and the support set B 
inductively. Let H, = T, and let co = I,= Haar measure on K. At the kth 
stage of the construction we have: 
6) a, ,..., ak integers, a, > 2, i = l,..., k and let 
aj= f] ai. 
i=l 
(ii) Finite sets Bi 2 {Z/ai: 0 < I < a,}, 1 < i < k. 
(iii) Discrete probability measures ci with support in Bi. 
(iv) Hi = [0, a; ‘) such that 
(a) Ai=Bi+ [O,a;‘) satisfies 
(i + l)2 pi + (-Ai)] $ T, i> 1 
where 
1 _Ai =Ai + -:O<Z<ai-, . 
ai-l I 
(b) I@k * hJ 01) -&&>I < 2-‘k+L). 
Following the corollary, we wish to approximate lHk. We can find an 
a,+,EL+\{l},acylinder 
A k+l=Bk+*+[02&) 
where 
B 
k 
ktlCI -:O<k<a,+, , 
aktl I 
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we can find a discrete probability measure ok+, concentrated on Bk+, such 
that 
(0 I@k+ 1 * A&+, >^ or) - A;,(x)/ < 2-‘k+2’ Vx E IT*, where H,, , = 
(0, a ~~l),Hk=[O,a~1),andletting~k+,=Ak+,={Z/a,:O~Z<ak}then 
tii> ck + 2)2 Bk+ 1 + (-dk+ 1>1 $ “’ 
So we let 
(9 a = hJnsE+, 
(ii) B = f Bi, 
j=l 
(iii) u= ? ui. 
j=l 
The symmetric Raikov system generated by B is proper on TT since 
(k)* (B+ (-WIG (k)‘@k-, + (-A,-,))$“T, 
so that A((m)(B + (-B))) = 0 for all m E L’ where ,I is Haar measure, 
otherwise, (2m)(B t (-B)) must contain an open interval in T and thus for 
some N, > 2m we must have that (N)(B + (-B)) = T for all N > N,, , which 
is a contradiction. 
By the construction we have that 
so 
a^&)- ;: 
i=l 
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The measures *y= r cri * lHn are absolutely continuous for each II E L + and 
so (J E M,,(T). We obviously also have that 
z a;(+&&) <2-” for all n E L +. 
i=n+l 
Part 2. We have a continuous measure u = *E, ci which is concen- 
trated on the blocked set B = 22, Bi, where each discrete probability 
measure rri is concentrated on the finite set Bi. Assume for convenience that 
each cri is supported on the whole of Bi for all i E Z ‘. 
Denote by 
(7’“’ - 2 fJ. 
i=n+l 
1 
B(“) = 7 B. 
L I 
i=n+l 
d’“‘=B +B +.-.+B 1 2 n 
so B =A(“) + B(“) and u = *FE1 ui * a’“‘. Let Dtn) be the finite discrete 
subgroup of T generated by A(“), and so we have 
D”‘cD’~’ CL)“’ c . . . 
and let 
D = i, D”’ 
i=l 
so D is a countable subgroup of T. 
Let 4 E AM(T) be a generalized character such that e0 # 0. We can, 
therefore, find a continuous character y E 8^ such that u (74) # 0, so by 
considering the generalized character 74 in place of 4 if u-(4) = 0 we can, 
without loss of generality, assume that u-(d) # 0. 
Since u = (*y:, ui) * a’“’ for each n E L +, there exists a character 
Y,,: DC”) --) T such that 
$0(x + Y> = Y,(X) #o(Y), x E A(“), y E B(“). 
We have therefore that there exists a character 
such that 
4,(x + Y> = Y(X) 4,(Y) V n, x E A(“), y E B(“). 
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The sequence { 1 u(“)^ (#)I } is non-decreasing as 
and so lim,,, nl= 1 I a,(y)1 converges to a non-zero limit. For each n E L + 
where yn: D, -+ T is such thaty, = yID,. We also have that 
Dn = G” where a, = 1’1 ai. 
i= 1 
We can, therefore, find an integer m(n) with 
such that 
Xm(n): “-” 
: z -+ en) 
satisfies 
Xm(n) ID” = Yn = Ylo; 
As n + co, by construction we have that a,, + 03, so 
By the construction, given E > 0, there exists an integer IV, E Z ’ such that, 
for all n > IV,, we have 
i= I i=I 
We also have that 
and there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
as Im(n)l < 2. 
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We therefore have that o;+ I~mcn,) ’ b IS oun e away from zero as n + co and d d 
so cAhmcn,) is also bounded away from zero as IZ + co. The measure o is in 
M,(T) so the sequence {m(n)},,,+ must be bounded and so contains an 
infinitely repeated integer, say, m(N). We therefore have that 
Y ID = Xrn(N) ID. 
We now need to show that 4, = CX,,,~,,,, for some c E @. The function 4, lies 
in L”(a) and u = * IE 1 ui so step functions of the form 
f,(x + Y) =f,(x>, x E A(“), y E B(“), n E z -I 
are dense in L”O(a), and so the step function 
where 
g,(x + Y> = Y(X)? x E A(“), y E B(“) 
converges to 4, in La(u), so 4, = cx,,(,) for some c E C and so u is 
tame. I 
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